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Editorial

Here we are again, halfway through the year with one or two acceptable meetings behind us,
just waiting for the imminent Substitute Nationals to sharpen up your competitive urges.
I’ve had a bit of a traumatic episode, 6 days in hospital, fitted with a pacemaker, and now back
in harness ticking along nicely.
Can I point you to the appeal by Martin Dilley for the offer of models to display in the
SMAE/BMFA Centenary exhibition later this year. I’ve offered my old Kan-Doo control-liner
and will have to do a little modelling to replace the ED246 currently fitted with a more
appropriate ED Comp Special. I’ve already donated my Jim Walker ‘U-Really’ control-line handle
which I acquired in Hong Kong in 1955. A KK Slicker of some sort is also desperately required.

What’s in this issue?

It kicks off with further details of the Croydon Wakefield Day penned by CD Ray Elliott,
together with a few more pictures.

Jim Moseley (Canada) writes of his International Postal competitions together with the results.

I was not able to attend Colin Shepherds final indoor meeting at Leasowes High School sports
hall but I concocted a report from  telephone conversations and pictures Colin had on his phone.

I’ve had another dip into my computer picture files and have put together an article on the old
Beaulieu airfield and the one and only trip Rachel and I made to this picturesque flying venue.
It’s a very pleasant site if you are just visiting but if you intend to fly competitively then that’s
a different story. My article does not show the huge patches of dense gorse bushes which
abound between the old runways. Regulars must be very adept at tissue repairs.

Nick Peppiatt reports on the Free-Flight Scale Nationals held at the Walsall Campus Sports
Centre of the University of Wolverhampton.
Rachel and I together with Pat & Colin Shepherd spectated from the balcony and as usual
shouted support (or was it abuse) when competitors of our acquaintance took centre stage. In
this event, excepting the Air Race, each competitor has the floor to himself for his competition
flights.

The London Gala on Salisbury Plain on the Saturday 8th May is reported by Tony Shepherd
together with a picture or two. I have no info on the Sunday activities.

An article by the late Lindsey Smith published in the Aeromodeller describing his version of
the P-47D Thunderbolt is the preface to the list of Lindsey’s effects offered for sale through
our secretary.

Roy Tiller continues to review our older magazines in the archive, this issue he compares the
Aeomodeller from June 1956 with the issue a decade prior, ie June 1946. Roy then records the
highlights of the 1956 issue in detail.

Our Secretary Roger wraps up this issue with his monthly notes including a nudge to the
membership for the ‘Cagnarata’ event on Sunday 25th July at RAF Colerne and includes a map
for airfield location and entry points (details for the event can be found on adds page 39).
He also includes some details of the late Linsley Smiths scale models and, with pictures, also
enquires as to the identity of some of the late Robin Kimber’s gliders.

We finally wrap up with the plans of the month.
Editor
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Croydon Wakefield Day - Ray Elliott

Following on from the secretary’s detailed report last month here are a few more details
From CD Ray Elliott

CROYDON WAKEFIELD DAY - Salisbury Plain – 18th April

The day was blessed with light winds varying from West to Northwest. Entries were very low,
maybe because of the current high cost of fuel, maybe the venue (it’s sometimes difficult
terrain), and maybe because it was Easter. It certainly couldn't have been the weather.

It was decided to combine the 4oz and 8oz Wakefield events. This contest had 3 entries with
Richard Fryer left, flying a Gordon Light, winning from Jim Paton right flying a  Lanzo Duplex.
Richard took home the Fairlop Cup for 4oz models.

The Norman  Marcus Trophy for Vintage Lightweights was won by Martin Stagg ahead of Don
Thomson. Both were flying Dinahmites.
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Mike Woodhouse  (staying for Easter with his daughter in Frome )
collected the Thurston Trophy for F1B with a full house’

Chris Redrup weighed in with a 1-15

Whilst Chris Redrup won  P30 (newly reintroduced)
Also with a full house, ahead of Martin Stagg.

Croydon DMAC would like to thank the London Area BMFA for their support  for this contest.

Ray Elliott
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Extract from Model Aircraft May 1963
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International Postal - Jim Moseley

International Postal   2021 – 2022
CD Jim Moseley, Canada

My thanks to all who supported the postal. I was surprised that the Classic 1/2A brought no interest and the
KK Senator attracted only two flyers but .... so be it.

P30 brought a relatively modest return considering the general popularity of the class but the scores indicate
dedication and enjoyment for all.

Ian Haigh excelled in posting maximums! He lives on a small farm and took advantage of conditions on
several occasions to fly a total of 13 before eventually dropping one. Outstanding, Ian !

Caleb Finn was among those who flew triple max's, a very good time for a 6 year old lad. Not to be outdone,
brother Paul (3 years) obviously showed that he'd mastered the launch of a rubber model; well done, both !

Michael Jester made but two flights with his alternative model, initially losing it on the second flight.
Eventually located after a four hour search and too tired to continue with a final flight. My thanks to all who
flew and enjoyed themselves.

Jim

Results

P30
1 Ian Haigh, Victoria , Australia Model :  “Peregrine    (Original design)

120 120  120  150  150  150 150  150  150  150  150  150  150  133 = 1993

2   = Angel Fuentes,  Mexico “Boomer” 120 120  120   = 360
2   = Caleb Finn,  Georgia   USA      “Saturno 5” 120  120  120  = 360
2   = Eduardo Fentes,  Mexico           “Boomer” 120  120  120  = 360
5 Simon Richardson,  Aberdeen, Scotland   “Sweet Pea” 119  120  120  = 359
6 Sean O'Connor,  Melbourne  Australia “Quattro” 120   113  120  = 353
7 Vin Morgan ,   Victoria,   Australia 120   111  120 = 351
8 Caleb Finn.   Mauk,  Georgia.               “ Echo “ 120  108  120  = 348
9   = Jean Angel Fuentes, Mexico         “Square Eagle” 120  120  100  = 340
9   = Eduardo Fuentes,     Mexico         “Square Eagle” 120   100  120  = 340
11 Michael Jester.   Nevada, USA        “Coastal” O/D 113  120   101  = 334
12 Don Thompson:- Beaulieu,  England     O/D. 120   120    84 = 324
13 Maria Dias:- Mexico      “Terezka” 120    60     54 = 234
14 Paul Finn, Georgia          ( Sorry, individual times mislaid.  JM ) 226
15 Michael Jester:  Nevada    “Three Night” 78   120 - = 198

Keil Kraft 'Senator”
1 Juan Angel Fuentes ,   Mexico 60   90  100   = 250
2 Eduardes Fuentes ,       Mexico 40  50   90     = 180

Jim Moseley   jjmoseley@look.ca
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Engine Analysis: DC Manxman 3.5cc - Aeromodeller Annual 1957/8

Aeromodeller Annual 1957/8
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Leasowes Indoor, May - Colin Shepherd

Compiled from conversation with Editor.

The last of the winter 2021/2022 meetings took place at the Leasowes High School sports hall
on Saturday afternoon May 7th. The switch to Leasowes seems to be working OK and is proving
more economical than the old Thorns hall so bookings have been made for 2022/2023. Dates
in the add section.

There was a blast from the past when Mike Allen together with his son put in an appearance.
Mike used to fly with the group a few years back, Mike’s son did all the flying whilst Mike took
it easy spectating from his a chair.

The ever present Peter Thompson was flying yet another of his lightweight designs, they always
perform well and have a distinctive look and it is an easy guess as to the designer.

The meeting went well, costs were easily covered
and we look forward to next September when we all
start again.

Colin Shepherd
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft June 1947
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Model Aircraft June 1947
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Beaulieu Pictorial 2019 - John Andrews

Another random trawl through my computer picture files. I have only visited the old
Beaulieu airfield once, a delightfully picturesque place but at first sight it seemed an
impossible place to fly. The locals however seem to know where all the tracks and
clearings are and all must have trackers to pinpoint models when they land in the gorse.

Looks OK until you really get into it.

The direction finder wind indicator                  Roy Vaugh and Peter Hall
I actually launched over this lot The heart of the Southern Coupe League
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I actually picked up a bottle in Wakefield thanks to recoveries by Roger Newman

The organisers Ray Elliott and Roger Newman sort out the prizes and winners

There was a box of superbly built aircraft frame works, the work of some modeller no longer
with us, available to anyone prepared to finish off the models.
Martin Dilley was relaxing in the sunshine whilst keeping an eye on the models.
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Peter Hall couples up his winder/blast tube ready to wind what looks like a 4oz Korda. Don Thomson looks on

Peter picks up the reward for his efforts
Rachel and I had a nice day out in the sunshine and, thanks to Roger recovering for me I
managed to come away with a bottle of red. I think it would take me several visits to become
confident enough to compete there, but that’s irrelevant now as Beaulieu is yet another airfield
lost to blind bureaucratic decisions.

John Andrews
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Know Your Engine - Aeromodeller March 1956
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Aeromodeller March 1956
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Indoor isn’t for everyone 53 - Nick Peppiatt

Free-Flight Indoor Scale Nationals Sunday 24th April 2022

Well, it was an early start to the day but a welcome return to the Walsall Campus Sports Centre
of the University of Wolverhampton, after a hiatus of three years for Covid reasons. The Radio
Control Indoor Scale Nationals had been held in the same venue on the previous day and a very
nice feature this year was the introductory booklet on indoor scale flying given to all
competitors and spectators.

Dutch judges, Bernard Bruins & Gert Brendel, hard at work assessing the Peanut and Pistachio Scale entries

Dave Prior’s beautiful Zlin Z50M Peanut Gerard Brink’s fine Sperry Messenger Peanut
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New Competitions and Rule Changes

The following official competitions for flying scale models were held and their entry numbers
are given in brackets: -

Open Rubber (11)
Open CO2/Electric (4)

Intermediate Scale (10)
Kit Scale (19)

Peanut Scale (16)
Pistachio Scale (7)

Starter No-Cal Profile (9)
The Intermediate Scale and Starter No-Cal were new events for this year.

The rule-makers have the challenge in flying scale competitions in getting a good balance
between static scale fidelity and flying ability. The changes to the rules used for the first time
in this Nationals are clearly designed to encourage the flying side. For the two Open events
there were no major changes -the judged flight and static scores are added together. The new
Intermediate Scale class requires less stringent scale documentation than the Open classes
and encourages flying performance in that the best judged flight points are multiplied by two
and added to the static score. In Kit Scale the emphasis on flying is even greater with the best
judged flight score multiplied by three and added to the static score. The other major change
in Kit Scale is that the motive power must be as per the original kit plan.
The Peanut and Pistachio classes are assessed from the judged static score and timed flights.
Previously, the flight scores and static scores were ranked separately, so that a competitor
who, for example, come second in flying and third in static, obtained two points for flying and
three for static. These were added together and the winner was the flier with the least points.
The radical change this year was that the static score was added to three times the flying
score in seconds. To prevent the flying scores completely swamping the static scores, a fifty
second maximum is applied with an extra ten seconds for an ROG, so the maximum possible
flight score is 180, to which the static score is added. There was an additional change in
Pistachio in that there is now the ten second bonus for an ROG, whereas previously there was
no bonus for a successful ROG.

The Competitions
Mike Stuart has sent out the results to the competitors, but I am not sure where they are
generally available at present. They should eventually be published on the BMFA website and
elsewhere. (see Mike Stuart's excellent free flight scale website www.ffscale.co.uk,)
Richard Crossley had a field day, winning Open CO2/Electric again with his PB2Y Coronado,
Open Rubber with a Nakajima B5N Kate, Kit Scale with a Comet 54”Aeronca Chief and Pistachio
with a Martin-Baker MB5. Jon Markovitz took advantage of the new Intermediate Scale class
entering and winning with his electric powered Bristol Scout from the Lee’s Hobbies kit. It
would not have been eligible for Kit Scale this year for two reasons. It had won previously in
2019 and the power source was not as specified on the plan. I sneaked a win in Peanut Scale
with the Nesmith Cougar, the build of which I described at the start of these IIFE columns.
It would not have won without this year’s rule changes and if Mike Hadland had got the very
best from his Bücker Jungmann in terms of flight performance. In fact, the Cougar was the
only model to get the maximum of 50s plus 10s for an ROG. This added to the 33 static points
gave a total score of 213. Mike’s best time was 55s, which, added to his static score of 44,
gave him a total score of 209. Close! Clearly the rule changes have tipped the balance in favour
of high wing monoplanes for which it is easier to achieve the maximum flight time. Doubtless,
much discussion will ensue.
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To complete the picture Chris Blanch won No-Cal with a Cessna 195 Turbo and had flight times
of 164 and 156s. There is no static score for No-Cal.

In the land of giants: -. Both Comet kits of 54” wingspan.
Mike Stuart’s Taylorcraft, Richard Crossley’s Aeronca Chief

Richard Crossley’s magnificent Open Rubber model. Dave Banks brought along a bunch of his pilot friends
Nakajima B5N Kate to spectate – I hope they all paid their entry money!

After the formal competitions, the mayhem of the air race followed. I achieved 19 laps with
my ancient Chambermaid and the help of my pitman Dave Prior, despite the loss of the rubber
motor into the fuselage after the first landing, which entailed a dash into the pits to find an
extraction wire hook. It’s surprising how fast a septuagenarian can move, if required. This was
sufficient to win on this occasion.

Chris Brainwood has published some video of the event on YouTube, including the air race.
https://youtu.be/L2ior65DF54

Veron Truflite Trophy
There were only two entries in this competition for the best Truflite model, Gary Flack and
John Wynn both flying Aeronca Champs. Gary, by virtue of his second place in Kit Scale won
again.

It was another very enjoyable day and many thanks are due to the hard work of the organisers
Graham Kennedy and Mike Stuart and their large team of judges, timekeepers and other
assistants.

Nick Peppiatt
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The London Gala - Tony Shepherd

Day 1: Saturday 8th May Salisbury Plain

Following much weather watching during the previous week, I selected the Saturday for my
visit to Salisbury Plain for this year’s London Gala.  The forecast for the Sunday was marginally
better but I decided that I might as well maximise my chances for a bit of competitive flying
so selected the Saturday with Combined Electric and Mini-vintage being on offer for me rather
than just the E30 of day 2.

As always the car-packing hassle took up much of Friday evening – “I’ll have it done in half an
hour after tea,” I told Mo, then three hours later I’m finally ready!  It’s not even as if it’s
complicated with just two models for each class, but it’s the seemingly endless stream of
support gear that gets wheeled out of the garage and various cupboards that goes on and on!
Oh for the days when it was a model, a can of diesel and an oily rag – before my time but was
it really that simple in those carefree days when the wind never went above 5mph and the sun
always shone?

Ok, Saturday’s flying.  Well before that started there was some agonising over where we should
fly from.  We started at the west end of the
trimming field.  The wind was from the north and
although not too strong, the performance of the
models and their flyers that was likely to be
evident meant that there was a strong possibility
of reaching the airstrip with a max and going a
long way over the other side of it if the DT
descent was anything other than rapid.  Our
excellent CD, Simon Dixon, was aware that the
guy that farms the land on the south side of the
airstrip is none-to-happy to have us trample all
over his crops, so it was finally decided that we
should all up-sticks and go to the east end to give
a longer run.  And then we began.

I aimed to start with Combined Electric and only
get out the Mini-vintage models if the wind
dropped and time permitted.  My electric jobs
can handle strong winds if called upon to do so
and launching in short lulls is so much easier than
it is when having to start a diesel engine.

My electric model,
landed in the cowslips
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There were only three entrants,
Chris Redrup, Peter Watson and
myself.  My first flight caught
some nice air and was down at
about 3’30” and over the airstrip
but about 50yds short of the
farmer’s fence and a mile from
the launch point.  Flight no2
wasn’t anything too spectacular
and was definitely dropping down
into the valley of doom but hung
on and ended up ¾ of a mile away
and flight no3 was similar, ending
up at 2/3 of a mile.  Clearly my air
picking wasn’t overly impressive

but the model has a fantastic climb and goes up on rails with a top notch roll out. It’s an
electrified version of one of Dave Clarkson’s slow open series that featured in a Free Flight
Forum and been the weapon of choice since being built over 10 years ago.  Of my two rivals,
Peter was having problems with an inconsistent power pattern but still maxed out – because he
always does!  Meanwhile Chris hit a horrible gust immediately after his third launch and ended
up heading back towards the ground so he hit the RDT which cracked the wing but didn’t break
it completely and the model didn’t land until 21 secs so it counted to his score and so lost him
a fly-off place.

For the fly-off, Peter and I decided that neither of
us wanted a lengthy retrieve at that time of the day
so agreed to an informal, 2 minute DT fly-off.  I
launched first and once again the climb was all I
could’ve asked for and Peter’s, launching about 30
secs after me, was again, quite iffy.  However his
model has the better glide and that was good enough
to give him the win.

I suppose that I could spend time changing the trim
of mine to try and improve the glide but I would have
to be so careful not to change the climb.  To be honest
I get so much pleasure from watching that part of the
flight that I’ll just leave it as it is – it’s the sport flyer
in me that gets the most enjoyment from just
watching the models fly well!

As for the other classes the only one I saw anything
much of was Combined Glider. There was a 4-way fly
off between John Carter, Chris Parry, Steve Brewer
and fellow Crookhamite, John Hook.  And that’s the
order in which they finished with John Carter winning
but there was more to it than that.  I missed the
spectacle as I took longer on my fly-off retrieve than
I expected but Peter Watson had seen it and said
that Hooky had gone up in a beautiful patch of air and
his model could well have got back to Southampton
before he did had he not DT’ed it early.

Peter Watson’s electric

Hooky
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After the event I chatted with Hooky about what had happened and he said that at that stage
of the day, following some arduous earlier retrieves, he was just too knackered to contemplate
yet another lengthy one so let common-sense prevail.

But he was clearly so pleased with his air-picking and the trim of the model that the result was
of no relevance.

I think that the largest number of vehicles I counted on the flight line during the day was 28
but there was certainly not that many entrants in the comps which is a bit disappointing given
the effort people put in to get there and organise the day.

Anyway, it had turned out to be a good day and I’d guess that those that flew enjoyed
themselves.

A few pictures

The glorious Salisbury Plain

Richard Fryer flew his Senator in mini, timed by Jim Paton
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Bernard Aslett with Pilfered Pearl Dave Etherton launches for Dave Cox in combined glider
in combined power

Tony Shepherd

Jim Paton's Buckeridge for mini-vintage

Chris Redrup's open rubber model
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P-47D - Lindsey Smith
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Lindsey Smith
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Lindsey’s Kits & Bits Sale - Roger Newman

Notes:
1: NIB does NOT guaranteed that the kit is complete
2: * is for price of £10 for kit plus postage & packing of £3.35 RM 2nd class delivery

** is for price of £15 for kit plus postage & packing of £ 5.35 RM 2nd class delivery
3: Those highlighted in yellow have gone

Roger Newman

Id Item Manufacturer Condition Post Span Comments
No &

Offer
Price

1 P-51D North American Mustang Union Model Co NIB * 340mm Flying Foam plane from China. Box unopened
2 Westland Widgeon West Wings NIB ** 616mm Classic Series
3 Rearwin Speedster Golden Age Reproductions NIB ** 30 in From Seaglen Model Company, USA
4 Competitor Keil Kraft NIB ** 32 in
5 Dayton-Wright Racer Jetco Models NIB ** 12 7/8 in From C A Zaic Co USA
6 Luscombe Sedan Replikit Classic NIB ** 36 in R-KK 150 range
7 Bell UH 1 Huey Copter Concepts NIB ** ? From USA
8 Bristol Scout D Lee's Hobbies No box ** 13 in Peanut scale
9 Luton Minor Andrew Moorhouse NIB ** 13 in Peanut scale

10 Farman Sport Gene Dubois NIB * 13 in Peanut scale. One corner of box is dog-eared
11 Fairey Gannet Replikit NIB ** 20 in Short kit, plan & printed balsa parts
12 De Havilland DH 82 Tiger Moth Avetek Limited (NZ) NIPackage ** ? Sealed package
13 Stinson SR-7 Comet NIB ** 25 in From USA
14 Dornier DO 335 West Wings NIB ** Box little battered
15 Heinkel P1055 Easy Built Models NIB? ** Peanut?
16 Hawker Sea Fury FB11 West Wings NIB ** Classic Series
17 Hawker Hart West Wings NIB ** 632mm Classic Series

18 Frog Single Seat Fighter (Mark V) Frog In box * Looks complete, pretty old
19 Swordfish Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? Sealed box
20 Druine Turbulent Peck-Polymers NIB * 12 in Peanut scale+
21 Church Midwing Classic Models NIB * 13 in Peanut scale from USA
22 Stinson Model Air NIB * 37.6cm From Australia
23 Tiger Moth Model Air NIB * 47.5cm Box has been opened but all components look to be present
24 Focke-Wolf FW-190 Guillows NIB * 16 1/2 in From USA
25 Aeronca C-3 Hi-Flier NIB * 18 in Box has been opened & is bit battered, all components look present
26 Sopwith Triplane Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? Box bit battered
27 Spitfire Keil Kraft NIB * ? Looks like one of original Flying Scale models
28 Grumman Avenger Guillows NIB * 16 1/2 in From USA
29 Nakajima A6M2-N Rufe Guillows NIB * 16 in From USA
30 SE5 Keil Kraft NIB * 16 in Later version of Flying Scale model
31 Fairey Gannet Keil Kraft NIB * 20 in Later version of Flying Scale model
32 Short Seamew Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? 2
33 Westland Lysander Keil Kraft NIB * ? Looks like one of original Flying Scale models
34 Mitsubishi Zero Guillows NIB ** 27 3/4 in Multi puprpose kit: Rubber, 1/2A gas, U-Control or RC
35 Bristol Scout Nowlen Aero Poly Pack * 13 in Peanut from USA
36 Fokker Dr-1 Lees Hobbies Poly Pack * 13 in Peanut from USA
37 Record Wrecker Fresno Model Airplane Co Not packaged ** ? Small rubber duration model. All bits, strip wood, tissue, components & plan
38 Dornier DO-335 Diels Engineering Inc Not packaged ** 22 9/16 in Small rubber scale model. All bits, strip wood, tissue, components & plan
39 Gee Bee R-2 Herr Engineering Not packaged ** 25 in Small rubber scale model All printed sheet & strip wood,prop & hardware
40 Lambert Monocoupe Seaglen Model Co Not packaged ** 30 in
41 Curtiss P-40E Tiger Shark Comet NIB * 31 in Multi puprpose kit: Rubber, 1/2A gas, U-Control or RC
42 Sopwith F.1 Camel Revell NIB * 20.6 cm 1:28 scale plastic kit
43 Junkers Ju 87B Stuka Revell NIB * 33.5 cm 1:28 scale plastic kit
44 Hawker Hurricane Easy Built NIB ** 20 in
45 Royal Aircraft Factory F.E.2b Forma Plane Looks NIB * 7 in 1:72 scale styrene model
46 Avia CS-199 KP Plastikovy Model NIB * 1:72 scale plastic kit
47 Brewter F2A Buffalo Tamiya See comment * 1:48 scale plastic kit, has been started but looks complete
48 German Luftwaffe Ace Pilot Tamiya NIB * 1:16 scale plastic kit
49 Aichi M6A1 Seiran MPM Unopened * 1:72 scale plastic kit with plan but but no box lid
50 Focke Wulf Fw190A8/A8R2 Tamiya See comment * 1:48 scale plastic kit, has been started but looks complete
51 Panavia 200 MRCA Tornado LS Jet Series NIB * 1:144 scale plastic kit
52 007 James Bond's Autogyro Airfix NIB * 1:24 scale plastic kit
53 Fairey Spearfish Control Model Aircraft NIB * 1:72 scale vacuum formed kit
54 Military Minatures: GermanTank Tamiya NIB * 1:35 scale plastic kit:  crew at rest
55 Military Minatures: US Infantry Tamiya NIB * 1:35 scale plastic kit: weapon set
56 KTM250MX with Motocross RiderTamiya NIB * 1:12 scale plastic kit
57 Racing Pit Team Tamiya NIB * 1:20 scale plastic kit
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 136 Our earliest magazines, continued.

Moving on from last month’s report which
compared the Aeromodeller issues of
June 1936 and June 1946 we come to the
June 1956 issue and compare it to the
earlier decade’s offering. The page size
is the same but the front cover has
changed from being the work of an artist
to the product of a photographer, in this
case captioned “Past the vertical in a
dramatic peel-off from a flank attack is
a Canadian CF-100 Mk 4 all-weather
fighter of the R.C.A.F. “

The back cover continues to be held by
KeilKraft with a full-page advertisement
and they have a further advert on an
inside page. Still offered, after 10 years,
are the Achilles 24” span rubber
powered model, the Polaris 20” span solid
glider and the Junior 60 which was
originally just Junior, described as “Free
Flight Model wingspan 60 inch. Speed
still on secret list.” New to this decade is
a full range of Slicker kits from 32” to
60” wingspan, Skylon, Southerner Mite
and Bandit, all power free flight models, the Stunt Queen and Ranger control line models, the
Chief A2 glider and as a sign of the times the Eeze-Bilt kits of 18” span rubber powered models
which can be built in “less than one hour!” Scale is represented by the Cessna 170 a 40” span
power model which had come first in competitions in Frankfurt and Wiesbaden.

The KK 1946 advert also offered an engine, the K6 6cc petrol engine, whereas by 1956 it is
diesels to the fore with adverts by Davis Charlton Ltd. (Super Merlin), International Model
Aircraft Co. Ltd. (Frog 149), Mills Bros Ltd. (Mills P75, S75 and 1.3), J. E. Ballard & Co. Ltd.
(1cc Bomb and 1.5cc Atom in both diesel and glow versions) and Electronic Developments
(Surrey) Ltd. (ED 2.46 Racer and ED 3.46 Hunter).

The Veron advert of 1946 lists a dozen “Competition” gliders and rubber powered models none
of which survived to the 1956 advert, but what did survive was the Truescale solid kits which
are strongly featured as “Britain’s Largest Range of Solids”. I remember Phil Smith, Veron’s
designer, telling Bournemouth M. A. S. members at an Annual Lunch and Prize Giving meeting
that the solids were very good business for Veron, selling well worldwide, but that it stopped
overnight with the appearance of the plastic kits. The current Veron offerings were the Rascal
24” span rubber powered model, the Midget Mustang and Combateer for control line and the
Cirrosonic 34” span “Nordic” A1 glider.

The Royal Air Force took a full two-page advert for recruits offering “Variety is the essence
of a career in the R. A. F.  Besides flying some of the finest aircraft in the world, aircrew can
expect a diversity in their work unequalled elsewhere.”
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The 1946 issue had little for the 11-
year old to build but, in the 1956
issue he would have found a pair of
chuck gliders claimed to have good
performance. Whilst the designer
states that the plans are self-
explanatory our young builder would
have welcomed the fact that much of
the accompanying article gives advice
on trimming and flying the models.

The centre spread plan of a Boeing
F4b-4 biplane gave a first impression
of being the regular 3 view but it was
in fact for building a solid model to a
1/48th scale.

There were plans for the more
experienced modeller which
included a 22” wingspan model of
the prototype (and only?) Miles
Student jet trainer for Jetex
100 or Jetmaster power.

Also there was Bicki, a 7-foot
span glider for radio control.

You will see from the header to
the accompanying article that
this is another model  featured
in this issue that won a
competition in Germany.
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As another sign of the times, the reader thinking of building Bicki might also consider making
his own radio control equipment.  A four-page article by E. R. Hill, gives instructions for building
his 2 valve receiver, paragraph headings include, The panel, Winding the quench coil, The R. F.
choke, Above panel wiring, The tuning unit, Final checking and, Normal tuning instructions.

Foreign news continues much as before but is less Commonwealth centred. Here are pictures
from the report on the VIIth Criterium of Europe, held in Brussels. The captions are, picture
3 “Van De Dyk with 27 ounce Fibreglass racer (Oliver) which was fourth in the final, fastest in
heats – whipped to 96 m.p.h.”, picture 7  “Andre Chavaillaz, from Switzerland, struggled against
tuned special engines with his standard Super Tigres in neat traditionally white models.” and

photo  12 “Pas de whipping, eh? Albert
Roussel waves a warning finger at two
Dutchmen, a Spaniard and Howard, at
right, who doesn’t understand a bit of it.”

World News includes a 3view of Enzo Giusti’s A2 glider Lorenzo which achieved 4th place in the
1955 World Championships.
The South African Nationals report includes two pictures, that on the left captioned “Monte
Malherbe piles on the turns as he winds his Wakefield motor.” and on the right, “15-year-old
Jan Freedman VTO’s a Ramrod 432, as popular in South Africa as it is in California.”
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Club News sticks to the heading photo style of the previous decade, this time it is the Bridport
club with the comment “Enthusiasm in the West, at Bridport in Dorset is shown by these
clubsters. Since January 1955, membership has risen from 9 to 57. In centre is an A.P.S.
Halifax converted for two AM-25s and with retracting u/c, by 16 –year-old builder.” No name
is given for the young builder, is the now 82-year old builder amongst our readers?
Next, a few extracts from the engine adverts.

New arrivals at the library.
Not more magazines or books or newsletters but just as important, that stuff that oils the
wheels of commerce, the “reddies”. Many thanks to Keith Fredericks who raised more than
£100 for the library funds by selling Aeromodeller and Model Aircraft magazines on eBay.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for June 2022 - Roger Newman

Cagnarata meeting on 24th July at RAF Colerne;
Access & location are as per map below:

Competition details can be found at start of the adds on page 39.

Make the effort - turn up & have an enjoyable day. It’s a real airfield!

Disposal of items from Linsey’s Estate
The remaining items & models from Lindsey’s estate have now been disposed of with the
considerable help of Nick Peppiatt, who very kindly came & sorted a great deal of indoor scale
bits & pieces, plus helping to identify models & to compiling notes on the models selected for
the BMFA Centenary Exhibition.  Nick has taken the indoor bits for onwards disposal at future
indoor meetings, some of the models have been donated to Flitehook & four as pictured have
gone to the BMFA National Centre for the Centenary Exhibition later this summer.
In the pic below, reading from the top clockwise there is Mr Smoothie, Republic Thunderbolt,
Hawker Tempest 3 prototype & Fairey Firefly.
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The Thunderbolt was featured in an article written for
Flying Models & is reproduced elsewhere in this NC.

Notes for the Exhibition were compiled for Martin Dilly as follows:

Pearson-Williams 1938 “Mr Smoothie”
The 1938 National Air Race in Cleveland, Ohio was the site of the Thompson Trophy Race 300
lap/300 mile race. New aircraft entry, the 1938 Pearson-Williams PW-1 Mr. Smoothie was
designed around the Curtiss D-12 Conqueror engine by Rodney Nimmo capable of 375 mph and
built by Bud Pearson and Lee Williams. The well-streamlined aircraft featured retractable
landing gear, a tightly cowled engine and radiator installation. Cooling air entered through a
truncated conical propeller spinner swirled using propeller-rotated fan blades passed through
the radiator, and then exhausted via ports on the side of the engine cowling.
Wingspan of model: - 19”         Scale: - Approx 1/15

Hawker Tempest Prototype No 3
This is one of the first three prototypes that eventually became the Hawker Sea Fury.
Following from the development of the Tempest, itself a refinement of the Typhoon; and
garnering inspiration from a captured FW-190 in 1942, British Air Ministry Specification
F.6/42 called for a new, lighter fighter aircraft. Hawker proposed a design that shared most
of the structure of the Tempest, but with three new engine options - the Napier Sabre, Rolls-
Royce Griffon and Bristol Centaurus. LA610 started life as the Griffon example of the Fury I.
Wingspan of model: - 22”        Scale: - Approx 1/22

Fairey Firefly
The Fairey Firefly is a Second World War-era carrier-borne fighter aircraft and anti-
submarine aircraft that was principally operated by the Fleet Air Arm (FAA). It was developed
and built by the British aircraft manufacturer Fairey Aviation Company.
Development of the Firefly can be traced back to a pair of specifications issued by the British
Air Ministry in 1938, calling for new naval fighter designs. Designed to the contemporary FAA
concept of a two-seat fleet reconnaissance/fighter, the pilot and observer were positioned at
separate stations. In flight, the Firefly was superior in terms of both performance and
firepower to its predecessor, the Fairey Fulmar. Due to a protracted development, the type
only entered operational service towards the end of the conflict, at which point it was no longer
competitive as a fighter. The limitations of a single engine in a relatively heavy airframe
reduced its performance, but the Firefly proved to be a fairly sturdy, long-ranged, and docile
aircraft during carrier operations. The Fairey Firefly served in the Second World War as a
fleet fighter.
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The model was probably created on the same basis as that of the Thunderbolt – the
reproduction of an undiscovered early KK Flying Scale Series plan.
Wingspan of model: - 26 ½”         Scale: - Approx 1/18

Republic Thunderbolt
The Republic P-47 Thunderbolt is a World War II-era fighter aircraft produced by the
American aerospace company Republic Aviation from 1941 through 1945. Its primary armament
was eight .50-caliber machine guns, and in the fighter-bomber ground-attack role it could carry
5-inch rockets or a bomb load of 2,500 lb (1,100 kg).
The Thunderbolt was effective as a short-to medium-range escort fighter in high-altitude air-
to-air combat and ground attack in both the European and Pacific theatres.
The construction of the model itself is based that used in Albert Hatfull’s original Keil Kraft
Flying Scale Series shown in the 1946 KK Handbook. A Thunderbolt is listed, but the plans for
this particular aircraft have not been found. A description of Lindsey’s model with plans drawn
by Bob Jones was published in Flying Models June 2007.
Lindsey’s model is finished in the markings of the allies South East Asia Command in WWll.
Wingspan of model: - 27”        Scale: - Approx 1/18

These free-flight models are rubber-powered and are of traditional balsa stick and tissue
construction. They have been paint finished using an airbrush and decals have been applied as
required.

Lindsey Smith
Lindsey, who died at the end of 2021 at the age of ninety, was a life time aero-modeller. In
many ways his interests remained with the small rubber-powered scale models of his youth,
built from balsa sticks and tissue in the traditional way. He successfully campaigned his Comet
Curtiss Navy Racer a number of times to win the Masefield Trophy at Old Warden, took part
in, won on several occasions, and was CD for the Earl Stahl events at Middle Wallop, and
travelled to the USA for Flying Aces Club competitions. He also made models for power sources
with similar characteristics to twisted rubber, such as CO2 motors and compressed air motors.
His prolific output and interest is reflected in the wide variety of unusual and sometimes
difficult to identify models he bequeathed to SAM1066, all of which appear to have been flown.
Additionally, he also set up and ran Small Scale Custom Services with his wife, Jane, to provide
lightweight vac-formed components for builders of the types of models that he, himself, loved
to build and fly.

The kits have been listed & appear as a separate “for sale” ad in this edition of the NC. We
have received payment from the Aviation Bookshop for the full size aviation books so the club
finances are now in a reasonable situation.
Thanks to all who have helped in this quite formidable exercise!

Elsewhere
I missed out on the 3rd Area Meeting & London Gala due to other commitments but I believe
our Chairman & maybe others did attend the latter so perhaps there are separate reports on
these events. By all accounts, the weather was benign for the latter but not the former!.

Robin Kimber’s Gliders
Here are pics & a bit of info on models in the first batch. Any help in identifying the models
would be gratefully appreciated, as would offers of a permanent home for any of them. Almost
all models have two piece wings but we found no wing joiners! All are fitted with Tomy timers
& auto-rudder. They are all very well built; however some of the tissue is aging & therefore
potentially frail. Each would no doubt need a bit of trimming to optimise performance. The
probability is that Robin may have described these models in his column in SAM Speaks, which
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he wrote in conjunction with David Beales & Peter Michel for many years but as I have given
all my SAM Speaks away I have no source of ready reference to hand.

No 1: Wing span 177cm; Chord 17.5cm, Fuselage length 115cm

No 2: Wing span 123cm; Chord 10.7cm; Fuselage length 95cm

No 3:  Wing span 192cm; Chord 16cm; Fuselage length 116cm
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No 4: Wing span 208cm; Chord 21cm; Fuselage length 115cm (Tissue very brittle)

No 5: Wing span 176cm; Chord 15 cm; Fuselage length 81cm

More next month – there are another 17 to follow!

Roger Newman

You’ll fall off one of these days
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Plans for the month - Roger Newman

Glider: Alto Cumulus
listed as a beginners design by Fillon from 1943

Rubber: Miles M48
by a master of scale – Harold Pridmore
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Power: Y-Bar by Tony Brookes in June 1955 Aeromodeller
only because of recently talking to John Taylor. who mentioned that Bill Longley had obtained
one from somewhere, converted it to electric power & was rewarded with an electrifying climb
– pardon the pun!

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 3rd Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition
May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event.

RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Saturday Southern Area BMFA Gala, RAF Odiham
August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


